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- Distributed data mining – old and new challenges
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- Privacy in secure multi-party computation
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- Studied extensively in the context of single databases
- Can be applied in distributed setting
- Various techniques
  - randomized input distortion
  - output perturbation
  - $k$-anonymity [Sweeney ’98]
Problems with Perturbations

- Bias, precision & consistency
- Can be computationally challenging
- Outlier removal & “blurring” the data → detection of anomalies?
- Combining multiple versions of data released for different purposes
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- A very general and powerful tool, various models

- Efficient completeness results: [Yao’86] (2-party), [GMW’87] (crypt.) and [BGW+CCD’88] (uncond.)
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MPC “creates” a trusted party!

Problems:
- Efficiency $\rightarrow$ communication complexity
- Does it really solve the privacy problem?
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- A different approach to MPC?
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[Note: Additional content refers to specific queries and privacy issues, but is not highlighted in the image provided.]
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- Query restriction
  - query-set-size, query-set-overlap
  - query auditing
  - partitioning

- Query auditing
  - efficient in simple cases
  - a NP-hard problem in general
    [Kleinberg, Papadimitriou, Raghavan 2001]
Conclusions

- “Privacy” means . . .
- Various approaches, problem dependent
- Probably no “the best” single solution
- Still a lot of work to be done